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raise slotted
for CSU faculty
Pay

By KEVIN H. FOX
S ia tl V c iie r

The California .State University
System and its 19,000 faculty
members reached a tentative
agrt'ement Wednesday on a 10 per
cent pay raise.
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The agreement allows for an
across-the-board raise that the
faculty union wanted, and money
for merit awards for outstanding
teachers that the ('SU administra
tion wanted, the /.os Angeles limes
reported
An additional $1.9 million was

ir
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Laurie Barton, center, helps four-year-old Jandy, left, and five-year-old Shane make
decorations Thursday at the Christmas party put on by Panhallenic pledges.

Senate debates finance report
By SUSAN DETHLEFSEN

S ta f f W r it e r

Several student senators were
upset at the Student Senate
meeting Wednesday night t)ecause
a finance committee report was
passed before all their questions
about where the money was going
were answered.
The motion to pass the finance
commitU**' repKirt (that allocated
thousands of dollars for various
groups and projects) was on the
floor, while several senators still
had questions about two of the six
items listed on the report.
However, a senator did ask that
the question be recalled.
A recall means that all discussion
stops no matter how many ques
tions are left. A two-thirds vote is
needed to "move the question."
Once the question is recalled, the
motion goes immediately to a vote.
" A lot of people were oblivious to
what happtmed," said senator Oina
Amenta of the School of Profes
sional Studies and Education. She.
senator Kelly Nations, School of
Engineering and Technology, and
others had (questions about the re
quest for $120 for distribution of
student directories, and a larger

The increase, already approved
by the Eegislalure, will be retroac
tive to .July 1. The initial raise will
be 9 percent, followed by ,5 percent
increases .Ian 1 and June 00, 198.5

sum for a new computer for the
recreation department.
"Maybe there was a good reason
they needed the money, but 1 never
got to find it out," said Amenta.
"They (the senators) were so ready
to get to a vote, they didn't care
about where the money was go
ing."
"The whole problem was that we
went through a whole important
finance committee report without
disscussing it, " said Nations.
Marcia Godwin, ASl vice presi
dent and senate chair, said there is
a great tendency as meetings get
longer and longer to abuse the
question recall procedure. "Tonight
we had evidence of that," she said.
Godwin said one way to correct
this problem is to watch the time
limitations closer and not allow a
question to be recalled unless time
for discussion runs out.
Elaine Andrews, School of
Communi cat i ve
Arts
and
Humanities senator, said the
senate needs to work on the
mechanics of the meeting "1 think
the breakdown in parlimentary
priK'edure gets in the way of get
ting things done for the students "
she said

Senator
Adam
Schaechter,
School
of
Engineering
and
Technology, said he had no objec
tion to recalling the question
because he wasn't involved in the
arguments at that time. However,
he said he talked to an expert in
parlimentary procedure who said
that a recall of a question is
technically out of order when it
cuts off debate.
However, if no one points this
out, nothing can lie done. He added
that recalling a question hasn't
happened many times this year and
most of the time the recall makes
sense.
Aside from the parlimentary
procedure problems at the Wenesday night meeting. Godwin said
she feels the .senate has progressed
as well as can be expected for its
first quarter. "1 always feel there’s
room for improvement." she added.
Andrews said, " I think this
quarter it (the senate) should have
accomplished more." She explained
that the reason it didn't was
because most senators are new and
they are still getting used to t ^ ‘
mechanics
Please see SENATE, page 4

Poly officer director
of crime association

Cal I’olv Investigator Ray
Berrett of the Public .Safety
Department has been elected
director of the southern chapter
of the California Crime Preven
tion Officers Association.
Berrett was- elected to the
position Nov. 21. The southern
chapter includes 32 separate law
enforcement agencies.

By DONALD MUNRO

rests. there were reports of men in
the women s locker room m ("ran
dall Gym, in the women s restroom
in the Science Muilding, and in se\
eral residence halls

Overall there were 71 reports of
suspicious subjects and cir
cumstances, which includes Peep
ing Toms, said Berrett.
"That's a lot — I think that's
more than we had last year," said
Berrett.
The category also includes
reports of persons loitering in the
parking lots, in classrooms, in
Overall. Investigator Wayne bushes and on roofs. A number of
Carmack estimated the crime rate these involved men who didn’t look
is down between eight and 10 per like they belonged on campus.
cent over last year. Official
statistics will not be available until
Alcohol-related incidents were
June, when the crime statistics for also on the increase. There were
the year are compiled.
four arrests for drunken driving
and two arrests for being drunk in
From Sept. 1 to Dec. 4 there were public.
two arrests for indecent exposure.
That figure parallels a develop
That figure is up over last year,
said Herrett In addition to the ar ment across the nation, where there

are more people being arrested tor
drunken driving
The campus
police department has a new of
ficer. .Alan Blair, who is ver\ expe
rienced at spotting drunk drivers,
said Berrett
There were also more auto acci
dents this quarter, with 17 acci
dents and 12 hit and run accidents
reported. There were also six
reports of reckless driving.
"T h a t’s pretty high for Cal Po
ly,” Berrett said.
There were five bike accidents
reported during the quarter.
In some categories, however,
there was a decrease in the crime
rate. There were 10 bike thefts,
nine backpack thefts and 25 park
ing permit thefts reported. Berrett
said those figures are down a bit.
"That's due to a little more
awareness." he said. Articles in
Mustanfi Daily this quarter have

Please see CRIME, oaoe 4

years with the San Jose Police
Department.

As director, he will have the
responsibility of organizing
monthly meetings where crime
prevention officers will learn new
crime prevention techniques and
exchange tips and suggestions.
He will also be on the board of
directors of the statewide
CCPOA
This is the first time in recent
history that an officer from Cal
Poly has been chapter director,
said Berrett.
Berrett has been at Cal Poly
for a little more than a year Be
fore coming to Poly, he spent five
years with the .San Luis Obispo
Police Department and nine

Poly crime rate less for quarter
SIH<' V-.'
The o\erall crime rate at Cal Polv
was slightly lower this (quarter, al
though there was an incri'ase in
reports of indecent exposure and
suspicious people on campus
Statistics compiled by the Cal
Poly F’ublic Safety Department in
dicate that alcohol-related inci
dents and auto accidents were also
on the increase, while there were
slightly fewer backpack thefts and
bike thefts, said Investigator Ray
Berrett.

set aside to boost salaries of pro
fessors in hard-to-hire areas such as
"omputer science, engineering and
business administration.
The University of California
faculty had already received a lb
percent raise earlier this year.
The CSU had to go through the
newly
established
collective
bargaining system, in which both
sides had to negotiate a settlement
of the previously passtnl raise.
Negotiations had been stormy be
tween the two groups since last Ju
ly with instances of picketing at
some o| thi' 19 campuses in the
system.
The CSU is the largest state
university system in the nation
with :U4,()()() students and 19,000
faculty members

Ray Berrett

Police Bulletin
.\ "clothing thief
was ap
patently on the prowl Wednes
day. although Cal Poly police
aren't sure if the suspect is the
same person
Clothes were stolen at two dif
ferent times from dryers in the
Sequoia Hall laundry room, said
Investigator Ray Berrett.
The first incident occurred at

1 44 p m when several items of
clothing were taken from a dryer
Then at 9.49 p.m a pair of blue
cotton pants valued at $4.5 was
taken
In a separate incident, a man
reported his raincoat was stolen
from the main gym Wednesday
at 2:24 p.m,, according to
reports.

Student faces charges
By MICHAEL MARTER
S ta ff W riter

junction with the Nov. 4 alterca
tion in front of Kennedy Library
where Campus Police said he
struck a bbrary security officer,
Durham was upset about dogs be
ing removed from the front of the
library by campus police, the poUce

Charges of attempted assault
and assault and battery were filed
Tuesday in San Luis Obispo
Municipal Court against a Cal Poly
student.
Daniel Durham, a 29 year-old
biochemistry major, will be ar
raigned Jan. 7. said Deputy
If convicted. Durham faces a
District
Attorney
B a r r y maximum of six months in San
LaBarbera.
Luis Obispo County Jail or a max
Durham is being charged in con imum $500 fine. LaBarbera said.
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Christmas anticipations mature
As I walked into a house in
Los Osos last Sunday, the smell
ol a freshly cut Christmas tree
immediately brought me back to
when Christmas meant some
thing different to me. I thought
of the day when I would have a
family of my own and would cut
Christmas trees again.
We always cut our o\4n
Monterey Pine Christmas trees.
A t the age of eight or so, I was
put in charge of doing the actual
cutting, which included getting
the sap all over my hands and
the pine needles in my eyes.
When we got home, I would trim
a few of the lower branches for
my mom's Christmas decora
tions. Then came the moment my
family joked about all year — my
dad's shouting match with the
Christmas tree stand. Just as we
were sure the tree would stand
on its own. it would slowly fall on

my dad. still under the tree fiddl
ing with something. He usually
ended up swearing, and the rest
of us vowed to buy a better stand
by next Christmas. We never did.
After stringing a ‘ couple of
strands of those little white
Christmas tree lights (no colored
ones for us, and no blinking ones
either), we pulled out the fruits of
my parents' growing collection of
Christmas tree ornaments. Of
course, we could never hnd the
extra box of ornament hooks we
were sure we bought last year, so
we cannibalized them from or
naments we didn't like.
We never used tinsel or those
green and red balls (if the tinsel
is supposed to be icicles, what
are those balls supposed to be?),
but handmade ornaments from
around the world. Most of them
were intricately carved and
painted. You might say we had

elitest Christmas trees.
Music. We had music when we
trimmed the tree. My mom
would opt for the Joan Baez
Christmas album, or the stirring
monotone of Dylan Thomas' " A
Child’s Christmas in Wales." My
dad would pick out some Dave
Brubeck or Stan Kenton and I
would think it was a good time to
hear Neil Young's “ Harvest.” Of
course, I always think it is a
good time to hear Neil Young’s
“ Harvest.”
,
I have never tired of Neil
Young, but I did tire of
Christmas. Perhaps I didn’t en
joy being more of an equal par
ticipant, having to pay for gifts
and pick them out myself. I
didn’t
necessarily
become
depressed with Christmas, but
what had made it special was
gone — the anticipation and the
excitement. We stopped having

Christmas Eve parties because
my contemporaries and I seemed
to have outgrown them.
But I was "saved” by an adage
1 had previously held in a sort of
selfish contempt — 'tis lietter to
give than to receive.
1 remember
giving
a
photograph, taken the summer
before, to a recently divorced
friend of ours. The highlighted
smile of his daughter brought a
peace to his eyes that relegated
the rest of the morning’s gifts to
material insignificance.
But last Sunday. 1 saw the
Christmas of my future. As I
braved the parking lot at
Madonna Plaza, I saw a young
couple, maybe in their mid-to-late
twenties, with a freshly cut
Christmas tree on top of their
blue Honda. Two small children
were in the back seat wearing
matching white sweatshirts with

Introduction:
It's almost 11 p.m. and I still
don't know what I want to write.
See. this is the last article I
will ever do for the pap>er and I
wanted it to be special. However,
after eight attempts at writing
this article. I only know what I
don't want to write, so it might
not be any more special than
anything else I ve written.
There isn't anybody here in the
Mustann Daily offices and for
the first time in my life I actually
turned the volume of offices
radio down instead of up. It's
quiet here and my stomach hurts
a little Here goes nothing
The Portrait of a Journalist as
a Young Man:

It's raining outside and George
and Annie are watching the fish
in our aquarium swim around
and we re listening to a Graham
Parker album. We live on the se
cond story of an apartment
building and I'm thinking that
the view of San Luis Obispo is
strange. George cuts up .some
oranges and passes me a slice.
Outside the sun makes its way
through the clouds. I'm trying to
figure out what Mr. Hayes' copy
editing final will consist of. It
keeps raining
Hello Darkness. My Old F'riend
Joey comes in and sits down
next to me and asks why I'm sit
ting in the dark. We drink beer
and he makes jokes about bomb

ing a certain girl's house while
we watch TV. I get the same
feeling two years later when
Daryl, Rosemary and I drive out
to Morro Bay in the middle of
the night and watch the waves
splash against the rocks and
wind up with colds.
A Brief, Shining, Moment
W e’ve just taken the lion’s
share of awards at a journalism
competition in Los Angeles. Lin
da has just won a second place
award. She wearing an off-white
dress with a faulty belt. She hugs
me amid the chaos following the
awards ceremonies and it .seems
to make the whole crazy,
disorganized mess that made up
that weekend worthwhile. We

join the rest of the gang at a
dance party at the motel after
sneaking in a stereo system.
The Pur'^uit of Happiness
I'm
driving
away
from
Tropicana Village ready to start
the summer after my first year at
Cal Poly. I wanted to say good
bye to Amy, but didn't get the
chance. So, I lean out the window
and yell as loud as I can.
“ Amyeeeeee. " I never tell her
how I feel about her and she
never finds out

GRIMSLY

My final last word

Twas the Week Before Finals
'Twas the week before finals
And all through the school.
Every student was cramming
By form, line, and rule.
The homework was strewn
'Round the rooms without care
In the knowledge that testing time
Soon would be there.
No student was nestled
So snug in his bed.
For visions of failure
Stomp>ed in his head.

If
n

t
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all

My friends in their cram-groups
And I in my nook.
Had just settled down
With our notes and a book.
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the hoods up. That is where I hau
been and where 1 wanted to lx;
With the memories starting over,
but playing a different role.
IVlaybe they were stopping to
pick up something special for
dinner, as I remember doing,
.Maybe, to the children’, cutting
the tree wgs the first step toward
that fantastic day they antici
pated so impatiently.
Perhaps when I am a father, 1
will also anticipate the day im
patiently — not to receive gifts,
but to give to my children and
share in their joy. Maybe my
children will feel somewhat sorry
for me, as 1 did for my father,
with my pile of gifts to his few.
But maybe they will not notice,
as I did not in my father, the joy
in my eyes that will come from
the joy in theirs.
Merry Christmas.
Michael Matter is a senior
journalism major and a Mustang
Daily staff writer.

that dinner for us? Or Karen, I
only call you 'The Goddess
because you deserve it. Or Andy,
you’re a maniac. Or Rosemary,
you need the kind of guy who will
take a poke at you every day
whether you need it or not — and
I ’ll never understand you. Or
Mary, you're the best dancer I
know and you have bubbles com
ing from your eyebrows....But, 1
never will and my friends will
never really know how 1 fwl
about them.
If I ’m lucky, I just might sec
them again.
Jesse Chavarria is a ffradualmn
journalism major and ha.s held
numerous positions on the
Mustang Daily.

IA Christmas poem \
%
a for Poly students
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1 guess that’s the way 1 feel
now. I want to say all these great
things, like Daryl, remember how
we conned Shari into cooking

nud',

G E T INTO A c o l l e g e ,
AAONEV VOU'LL s a v e .* '

t h in k

The clocks ticked past midnight, ^
Fatigue marked each face.
Caffeine was the savior
Of all in the place.
Exhausted on Monday,
But prepped for the test.
Each pupil was praying
To just do his best.
Tuesday and Wednesday
And Thursday passed by.
On Friday, the endpoint.
There rose a huge sigh.
So here ends my story
Of how, where, and when
Cal Poly’s great people
Survived finals...again!

Betsy Cloniger
Finals Week 1984
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Poinsettias are sold
as enterprise project
By MICHAEL STUMP
S ta ff W riter

"
*i

The traditional holiday flower,
poinsettias, are being grown and
sold by three Cal Poly ornamental
horticluture majors as their enter
prise project.
Peter Meertens, Mark Webb, and
David Hall started the project in
April. The plants are started from
two inch stalks and grow to about
three feet in the pots.
"W e grow all sizes and colors,”
said Meertens. “ Our advisor (OH
professor Virginia Walters) wants
us to grow every variety sold to get
the experience.’ ’ —
The poinsettias they grow are
white, red, pink and a hybrid be
tween -red and pink called Jingle
Bells. They grew about 1,700
plants, which covered almost two
30x60 foot green houses.
The production involves more
than simply watering, fertilizing
and watching the plants grow.
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"W e have to force them into
flowering,”
said
Me er te ns .,
Poinsettias flower in the winter.
"One-to-two foot cardies of light
will prevent them from flowering,”
Meertens said.
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Because the plants have to be.,
sold at different times, for a
Thanksgiving
c ro p
and
a
Christmas crop; the floriculturists
use a process called blackclothing
to to speed up the flowering pro
cess. This is done by covering them
with black plastic to prevent the
light from coming in. The plants
are covered 15 hours a day when
they want the plants to flower.
When they do not want them to
flower, the plants are covered from
10 to 2 in the evening.
"The plant is effe cted 'b y the
length of the evening darkness,”
said Meertens. "T h e biochemistry
of the reaction is not fully known.” '
Meertens said t h e , sales and
marketing is changelling on all
aspects. They market the plants
wholesale and retail. Locally they
have sold to the Gazebo Flower

CONNIE A D A M S M u tU n g DaMy

Mark Webb, David Hall and Peter Meertens, left to right, show off their enterprise projec
shop!“
“ W e also sold to a nursery in
Ventura,” Meertens said, “ They
liked our product so much they
were willing to pay extra for us to
drive down there and deliver it.”

f“
^
The Poinsettias are being sold at
’
the plant shop at the OH unit. |
Prices range from $3.50 to $6.50. .
The plant shop is op>en monday I
through Friday from 1 to 5 p.m.
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Panhellenic pledges host children’s party ' processing.
By MICHAEL STUMP

the U.U. was eagerly awaited by
pre-school children and even ;toddlers and infants, who did not quite
know what was going on, but were
excited, nevertheless.
The party was used as their
pledge philanthropy. In the past
the pledges have done separate
philanthropies, but Laurie Caddel,
president of Panhellenic. thought it
would be a good idea to for the

S la f I W riter

The Panhellenic sorotity pledges
gave the kids of the A S l Childrens
(Center a special treat Thursday» It
was a Christmas party complete
with Santa Claus, cookies, songs,
and Christmas stockings.
W alt Lambert, coordinator of
Greek Affairs played Santa. His
arrival in the Mustang Lounge of

□ □ □ □ □ □ □
MONDAY 12/10

pledges to do something togethei
to get to know each other.
Each house has a pledge repre
sentative on Panhellinic, which is
something new this year. “ W e
wanted to get the pledges involved
in Panhellenic before they come ac
tive,” said Caddel.
A fter the children had their share
of cookies and punch they made
decorations such as stockings made

□

n p

out of paper and glitter.
Coordinator' of the Children’s |
Center, Yvonne Rickets, said the _
center takes care of 24 pre-school I
children, and 12 infants and tod ->
dlers per hour. They are mainly I
children of students. I f there is any a
extra space the faculty can bring •
their children in.
|
She said the center is a resource "
for students as well as parents. |
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USE THIS COUPON TO GET

1 LARGE
WOODSTOCK’S PIZZA
w /2 TOPPINGS
+

4 SOFT DRINKS

$7.85
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FOR FREE
DELIVERY.

WOODSTOCK’S
IS FOOD
FOR
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541-4420
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Energy Committee looks for student reps
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CHRISTMAS
TREES

By SUSAN DETKUEFSEN

Naretto.who is also director of
r
plant operations, explained that
The Energy Conservation^Com- the committee provides informamittee is looking for two student' tion, analyzes costs, the budget
representatives to help bring Cal and current projects and looks into
P oly’s S3 million yearly energy ex- additional projects. He added that
pense down.
they solicit energy conservation
ideas and evaluate them.
Staff Writer

CAL
GROWN

FREE seedling
with each tree!
Sat, 12-8 lpm-4pm next
to horse unit
Sun. 12-9 at NRM
Greenhouse
For more info*. 546-2702
O N L Y $8.00

“ W e’re looking for students who
are knowledgeable in energy mat
ters, able to communicate with
students, promote energy conser
vation and can come up with ideas
on how to conserve energy,’’ said
Edward Naretto, Energy Conser
vation Committee chairman.

Naretto said that in comparison
to other campuses. Cal Poly is
average in energy consumption.
This campus consumes more natu
ral gas than most, yet in electricity
use it is one of the most efficient.
However, he explained, campuses

Club to hold fashion show
By KAREN ELLICHMAN
Staff Writar

The Home Economic’s Style Club
K will present a fashion show Friday
for the wives of a group of
forestors who are holding a con'vention at Cal Poly, said the club
president.
“ The natural resource manage
ment department called (Style) be
fore Thanksgiving and asked us to
put on a fashion show for the
w iv e ’s luncheon,’ ’ said home
economics major Karen Arnold.
The student said the informal
fashion show, with a holiday
theme, will be held a t the Vista
Grande
Restaurant.
R ile y ’s
Department Store will provide the
m odeb’ out6ts, she added.
Members of Style, which was
formed for students with a concen
tration in fashion merchandising,
clothing and textiles, will model the
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SENATE
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From page 1

Besides passing several resolu
tions, one of the only accomplish
ments of the senate this quarter
was helping the A S l set up its own
audio visual system. Godwin explined that it isn’t until W'inter
Quarter that major issues come be
fore the senate.
Andrews said one strong point of
the senate was that-“ people have
tried to be objective and work for
what's best for the student body.”
“ 1 think we've done a really good
job this quarter. We basically

outfits for the visitors.
“ W e chose to do informal model
ing, so the women can ask ques
tions, because (the forestors’ wives)
are not from Cal Poly and we
thought it would be a nice way to
welcome them,’’ said Arnold.
Although Friday’s fashion show
will not be open to the pubUc, the
Style president said the club will
probably present a fashion show
during Poly Royal which will be
open.
Style is also currently running
their annual clothing drive for the
Salvation Army. Arnold said stu
dents can bring their old, but still
useful, clothes to a bpx in the
Home Economics foyer.
“I think it ’s really important for
clubs to do things for charity, in
addition to their regular social and
professional activities,’’ Arnold
explained.
"

can’t really be compared because
some are more compact than others
and some, like this one, use more
energy because of the hi^h number
of technical and scientific majors.
Climate is also « major factor. ,

Naretto said this campus does
need to improve in energy conser
vation.
“ The tendency (on this campus)
ia to increase usage per _ student
and per square foot.”
The problem, he explained, is
that people think the energy
shortage is over. “ The committee
needs to get information out to the
campus to conserve and let them
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know we still have an energy
crisis,” he said.
“ I just think the awareness is
not there anymore,” said Naretto,
Cal Poly spends $9 million a year
for energy which is a major portion
of The budget. He added that if
everyone helps out the consump
tion rate can be brought back
down.
Naretto said 68 degrees is the
temperature that is supposed to to
be maintained in campus buildings.
H o w e v e r , he is sure that
temperature in most buildings is
higher.
Students interested in a position
on the Energy Conservation Com
mittee can pick up an application in
the A S I business office. Room 217
of the University Union.

CRIME
From pag* 1
focused on backpack and bike
thefts, and public safety programs
in the residence halls have helped,
he added. '
Other crime statistics for the
quarter include five obscene phone
calls, one auto theft and 15 burgla
ries from buildings and autos
reported.
There were 12 reports of van
dalism, 19 reports of disturbing the
peace and 12 reports of stolen
wallets.
Arrests on campus included six
arrests for outstanding warrants,
two for giving false information to
a pobce officer, three for resisting
arrest and one person was arrested
for possession of explosives.
v

Also arrested was one person for
possession of dangerous weapons,
worked well together,” said senator one person for assault with a dead
Beth Tucker, School of Science and ly weapon and one person for hit
Math. "(The senators) were really and run driving.
There were no reports of rape on
concerned about the students and
th a t’s what
I saw coming campus this quarter.
through.”
"There have not been ' any
Schaechter said, “ I feel we did
reasonablly well for the first reported sexual assaults on cam
quarter. I feel like we got a good pus,” Berrett said. However, the
deal dbne. We got through the number of rapes in San Luis
meetings well and didn’t have a lot Obispo County is high, and Cal Foly students are sometimes the vic
of petty fights.”
The Student Senate adjourned tims.
While the crime rate is lower in
Wednesday night for the quarter.

some areas, police don’t want to
encourage an attitude of com
placency.
Berrett said the quarter crime
statistics show that Cal Poly isn’t
as safe as many people believe.
“ Per capita when you add it up,
it’s fairly high — it’s not that low.
There’s more crime on campus than
people are aware of.”
When he conducts public safety
programs in the dorms, Berrett
w d students are surprised to learn
about the different crimes that
have taken place on campus.
He had one student come up to
him once after a crime prevention
program and say, “ I thought this
was Disneyland — I thought there
was no crime here!”
However, students need to be
aware that although Cal Poly has a
lower crime rate than some other
universities, they need to know
that the campus isn’t crime-free,
said Berrett.
A greater public awareness
through crime prevention pro
grams like residence watch and the
victim survival course go a long
way toward lowering the crime
rale.
"Law enforcement cannot do the
job by itself.” he said.
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MAKE YOUR OWN
FOR CHRISTNASI

541-4090

S u n s e t S u p p e r S p ecials

I 30 Min. DELIVERY
I
Ì FREE at FAST
I

•Crafts & Ribbons
•Wreaths & Ornaments
•Holiday Arts

• e r r e d d a ily f r o m S:06 — 7;00 p .m .
(All

m tr m

include choict o< Seafood Oiotvder or Quimberlane SaUd)

SEAFOOD SPECIALTIES
(Seafood entree* include tauleed new potaloe* and a fresh vesatable)

CALAM ARI

$7ss

Holiday Hours:

i '

Select fresh squid lightly breaded with seasoned Italian
breading, sauteed to perfection and served with lemon
and tartar sauce.

FRESH SWORDFISH STEAK

Weekdays 9:30 am9 :0 0 p m .
Sundays 12-4 pm.
Sunday Free Parking

$g.ys

Mesquite broiled, served with drawn butter.

FRESH PAC IFIC RED SN APPE R

S«.4$

California filet of red snapper, mesquite broiled with our
special seasonings and fresh lemon.

S44MARSHSIKtt T

PASTA SPECIALTIES

>44-SSlK

(All pasta Dishes include a fresh vegetable and sourdough garlic toasti

C H IC K E N FETTUCINE

$g.»s

Boneless breast of chicken mesquite broiled, served on a
bed of homemade Fettucine Alfredo with sauteed broccoli.

■ coupon
| $ 2 .0 0 O F F

II
Î
I
I

ANY 16" PIZZA

ANG EL H AIR PASTA BOLOGNESE

U.VS

JF’"s homemade pasta lopped with a rich Italian meat
sauce and freshly grated parmesan cheese.

LIN G U IN E W ITH FRESH CLAM SAUCE

PIZZA

! 541-4090

Tony Thomas, D.D.S.
Jonathan Richey^D.D.S.

$g.»S

H o m c m jilc lin g u in c tossed w ith fresh sjuteed clams in a
hu.ttery cream sauce and lopped w ith fre shly grated
parmesan cheese

SPECIALTIES OF THE HOUSE

(These specialties include sauteed new potatoes and a fresh vegetable)

EGG PLA N T PAR M E SAN

one coupon PER

Make A Good First Impression
Start With Your Smile!

S4.4S

Sauteed egg plant layered with our special marinara
sauce, parmesan cheese and mozzarella cheese, then
baked to perfection.

TO P S IR LO IN STEAK

'\ \ W
M.fS

U .S .D .A . Choice 'lop Sirloin aged, seasoned and broil
ed over mesquite charcoals.

CHOCOLATE FONDUE A LA CARTE

$ 4 .se.

/

1100 G rove St.
San Luis O bispo
543-5626
Student
Discount
Available!

Associate Dean of CA and H retiresr
By USA M cK in n o n

s ta ff W rite r

The close of Fall Quarter brings
not only the seasonal end of
classes, but the retirement of the
associate dean for the School of
Communicative
Arts
and
Humanities as well.
Thomas V. Johnston, who first
came to the Cal Poly campus in
1967 to teach architecture, is retir
ing so he can pursue his career as a
sculptor in New Zealand.

“ I've ejoyed my pteriod of years
here and I leave with regret, of
course, but I have this other life I
now have to go off and take care
of,” Johnston said,
“ I ’ve never let it go completely.
but I haven't been as productive as
I would like to be,’’ he added.
Johnston’s works in bronze,
wood, ceramic and stone are in
private and public collections
throughout the world. He has a
heroic-sized (over Ufe-size) bronze

Ski team gets go ahead,
racing emphasis in squad
By KAREN ELLICHMAN •
S ta ff W riter

Cal Poly skiers now have a
chance to compete with skiers from
other universities, with the foun
ding of the Cal Poly Ski Team,
scheduled for today.
Team President Dean Larson, af
mechanical engineering major, said
the team will become, official today
under A S l bylaws. The team al
ready has about 60 people signed
up to compete, he said.
Cal Poly already has a ski club,
but that group is for recreational
skiers, not racers, said Larson.
“ We started the team to get
people together who like to race,”
said Larson. “ The emphasis is on
competition, but (the ski team) is
open to any level of racers. In fact,
some people who have joined have
never even raced before”
Larson, who has raced com
petitively for 12 years, said he has
been m ainly responsible for
establishing the team at Cal Poly.
" I m is »^ the sport,” he explained.
“ Other students have been try
ing to get a ski team off the
ground,’ ’ said Larson. “ They
wanted to get into competition and
catch up with other schools. So
they’re glad to see that Cal Poly
finally has (a ski team).“
Larson said he intends for the
team to encourage all levels o f rac-

ing, and to send both beginning
and advanced racers to the com
petitions. “ 1 hope we won’t
discriminate according to racing
times,” he said.
The main goal of the team is to
be competitive, he said, but that
will not stop the members from
having a good time. “ Skiers are in
born partiers,” said Larson,
“ W e’ve got to keep that fire lit.”
Cal Poly's Ski Team will compete
in the Southern California Ski
Association league against 16 other
universities. The races will take
place at Mammoth Ski Resort arid
at June Mountain. Cal Poly’s
women's and men's teams will also
have the chance to compete na
tionally, Larson said.
j
For Cal Poly's first season of rac
ing, there are 16 races over eight
weekends scheduled. The races will
include sloloms and giant sloloms,
he added. The first race is sched
uled for Jan. 5-6, at June Moun
tain, with a racing clinic taking
place Jan. 4.
The ski team will work out
together twice a week, running hills
and lifting weights, said the stu
dent, but members are expected to
work out on their own, also,
Larson said the team will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. in A g 221, and
that kny prospective members are
welcome to come to the meetiiig.

bust of Admiral Byrd in the pioneered some new ideas for Cal
Smithsonian Institute, a seven-foot Poly by bringing a sense of reality
“ Rising Christ” figure in a Arfoyo into art. It was realized that artists
Grande church, and he sculpted the need to earn a living, and we re
Robert E. Kennedy bust on display quired them to take business and
in Kennedy library. Other pieces economics coui^es'^in addition to
are in Britain, Australia and his their art classes.
native New Zealand.
1 was never a victim of society,
Johnston first came to the states having to do anything and
on 'his way to Canada for flight everything that came along,”
training as a member o f the New Johnston explained. “ I could pick
Zealand Royal Air Force in the ear and choose what works I would do,
ly 1940s. “ I had the same fascina and as a result I don’t feel I ’ve
tion that everyone else has for this produced works that fall below the
vast country,” he said. “ But when standard I ’ve set for myself.”
He added that taking a variety of
I got into North Dakota and Min
nesota I found that there were dirt courses is helpful to artists in
roads and tumble down buildings other, somewhat unexpected ways.
* Johnston, who has sculpted the
here just like everywhere else.”
He returned to New Zealand to likenesses of the prime minister of
do his undergraduate work after New Zealand and distinguished
the service arid received his scientists, among others, said
diploma of teaching there in 1948. “ You^'inay be an artist, but yc
He earned his Visual Arts Certifi don’t exist as an artist alone. Siv
cate at London University in 1950, tings all require some kind .of .con
and his graduate degree at the versation, fri^d a cross section of inGlasgow School of A rt and A r formation to draw from. In many
cases sitters are not interested in
chitecture in 1952.
It was 13 years before Johnston hearing about how well you do your
returned to the United States, dur sculpture.”
Johnston became the half-time
ing which time he sp>ent sculpting
private and pubbc pieces. He was associate dean for Communicative
invited by both the Italian A rts and Humanities in 1978 and
Minis'try of Culture and the British retained the art department head
Arts Council to take a fellowship to position. In 1981 he became the full
work and study-as a sculptor in time associate dean.
Johnston sees the Cal Poly Lon
their respective countries.
But Johnston recognized the don study program offered by the
need for somebody to do something school (and instigated by Dean
in the education field for ^rtists.
ErUfson ‘and himself), as a prime
After the appointment as a pro example of the school's attempts to
fessor in the Cal Poly architecture do just that because it gives studepartment, Johnston became head dents a chance to live in another
of the art department in 1975, country and observe its culture,
which at that time had no degree
Johnston and his wife Anne set
program.
sail for New Plymouth, New
W ithin two years the art 2^aland via cargo ship mid
department had estabUshed a J a n u a r y .
Because of
the
bachelor of science program with geographical isolation of New
graphics design and crafts design Zealand, Johnston said, the people
options. EventiuUy a photography there have built a vital cultural Ufe
option was brought over from the to sustain themselves,
journalism department.
A retirem ent reception tor
“ W e quickly established an iden- Johnston will be held in the School
tity for the department and its o f Com m unicative A rts and
direction.” Johnston said. “ We Hutnatutiw office. FOB 31. today
from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
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A HOLIDAY SPECIAL!

ALL CAMOUFLAGE IN THE STORE

10%

For A

9

M ic h e lle Sorenson

OUR GIFT TO YOU

99c

$12.00 Haircut
$45.00 Haircut and Perm
570 Hiauera SLO

544-3112 5
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(Reg. $19.99)
341 Higuera

541-8006

Boots
that
fit
better
than
your
socks.
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TAKEABREAKÜ

541-0955

LAMGE XL 1200
MOUNTAIN AIR

SPORTS

R EG U LAR LY $ 2 6 5 .0 0
n o w $ 1 6 9 .8 8

858 Higuera at Chorro 543-1676

CO This coupon
Good for
'l FREE
Drink
(with purchase of
any size sandwich)
or
ONE 10c BEER

«(M i

OPEN 24 HOURS 595-7302

Located across
from W oodstock’s.
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Single parents going to
school

f l^ y e a r o small group of Am ericans and Russians
le t out on the greatest adventure of them all...
to see it there is life beyond the stars
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STARTS FRIDAY DECEM BER 7th , AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.

Completing college while you are
working full or part-time and car
ing for your children is a personal
triumph over adversity. Single
parents attempting to work their
way through school must be highly
motivated and determined to succeed.
What makes a single parent
decide to go to school? How do
they manage to juggle child-care,
work, classes, studying and still
find time for a personal life? What
additional problems do the children
face and are the rewards worth it ?

those won’t last forever.”
The close relationship with her
daughter
e-ven
prevades
W oodruff’s feelings toward the
possibility of remarriage.
“ When someone asked me out I
said, 'Good, where can we all go?' I
wouldn’t put the child in a closet.”
A fter a couple of dates. Woodruff
would have him over for dinner and
spring the test.
“ You can either do the dishes or
read Amber a story.” Her date
scored higher for choosing to read
the story.
Mike Reagan’s motive for enter- '
A sampling of single Cal Poly ing school was not a higher-level
parents offers some answers and job, but rather to prepare himseelf
insights.
for a lower-paid position. Reagan, a
Joyce Woodruff, a 32-year-old friendly, enethusiastic 28-year-old
mother of a 6-year-old, quit a graduate student, decided teaching
steady job with the U.S. Forestry would give him the most flexible
Department five years ago, to schedule, with holidays and sum
prepare herself for a higher-level mers o ff to spend with his five
job in the forestry-recreation field.
year-old son. I^ior to entering Cal
“ Your attitude is a self-fulfilling Poly two years ago, he had an ex
prophecy,” said Woodruff, an at cellent position rin management
tractive vivacious redhead. “ So with Pacific Telephone.
many single parents are over
“ I put in 60-80 hour work weeks
whelmed by their situation. Their and was bever sure when I'd be
negative attitude carries over to coming home. It was impossible to
the child, who feels the resentment. take time off or leave early. I need
These parents need to get out of ed a career chabnge, so I resignetl.”
the negative cycle and into the pos
Reagan works on campus at a
itive cycle of a team relationship.
20-hour a week student job and
* *'A positive attitude can create a leaves young Mike at the child-care
beautiful relationship with your center.
child. And even if you hope to meet
Class time and the one weekend
a guy,” said Wdodruff, with her month that his son spends with hi
blue eyes twinkling, “ the happier mother has been Reagan's fr( you are the more you'll attract a ^ime.
I
mate. Nobody wants to get into
“ I relish my free weekend. Somesomething with a person who is -times you just need some time of
negative.”
your own.
When Woodruff gave up her job
“ Arranging activities is difficult.
and returned to school it didn’t oc You have to plan ahead; consider
cur to her that it would be difficult. the logistics. Staying on top o
Her main goal was to improve everything is vital. You have to lie
herself so she could function as a more organized becasue of having
dual partner, and provide an ade to juggle things. When other stu
quate income as the sole bread dent say, ‘ 1 don't have time to
winner.
study,' I laugh.” he said with a
The first class she took was a contagious smile. "The^v don't»child developm ent class. She know what it's like to not have
credits
that
course
w i t h time.”
strengthening her concept of single
Reagan's studying is done late at
parenting. Woodruff stresses the night when his son is asleep and
importance of not feeling hopeless. ' URe house is qyiet. Exam times are
Finances are a major hurdle for expecially trying periods.
the prospective student. Many
“ The child reflects the pressure
student loans and financial aid I ’m feeling,” he said seriously.
programs are available, and child “ The stress o f school never stops
care centers exist on many cam With a job you can leave the stress
puses.
after work and on weekends. With
Woodruff currently has jobs on school there are always task un
cmapus through a state-assisted done and studying.”
work-study program, which allows
He is fortunate to have parents
her to keep her daughter Amber at who often help with young Mike
the child care center and coordinate during final exam periods.
the hours with her class and work
As a single father, Reigan feels
schedules. Before that, she found he has become closer to his son and
whatever work she could.
is experiencing the whole gamut of
“ Pride went out the window,” being a parent. But he also feels
Woodruff recalled. “ I chose jobs that as a male, he lacks a lot of
where 1 could bring Amber: social support.
housecleaning, typing services,
“ I ’m considered and oddity
Tupperware and Amway dealer among my^ male peers. They can't
ships.
relate to me,” he said with a
“ School wasn’t difficult for me disarming grin.
when I started. I was so ecstatic
“ Mother Mike,” as his male
about the baby. I didn’t care about friend sometimes refer to him, also
anything else and the hardship finds problems with female rela
didn’t occur to me. Amber was just tionships.
eight weks old and was a good
“ Since I have no femalte input I
baby. 1 would nurse her while 1 was sometimes feel the need to talk to
reading asssgnments. 1 took one mothers,” he explained. The female
child development course each parents he knows are either marieti
quarter in order to be a better or have boyfriends, and tbeir male
parent.
partners are resentful of his being
“ Time at school was quality time around.
for me,” Woodruff said. “ You need
“ They don't understand I'm like
breaks from your children to be a nay other of the (female) friends"
quality parent. M y class time was
Different problems arise in social
my private time.
relationships. Single fathers may
“ It had been a neat experience. find women eager to help with the
Had I been married I couldn’t have children. But Mike finds this a
done this. I didn’t have the addi mixed blessing.
tional demands of a marriage. All
“ I resent women ‘mothering' my
of us have a tower of strength in son; wanting to take control. He’s
us, that single parenting brings my son.” Reagan finds other
out.”
women are jealous of little Mike.
Woodruff doesn’t think people They see him as being in competi
should go back to school and ne tion for time and attention.
glect their children.
‘
“ They don’t understand that he
"The child is number one. Think comes first. I ’m responsible for
o f the fact that the most important him. I have only found both ex
phase of a child’s life is the early tremes, nothing in the middle.”
years — the first five years — and
Roy Thompson, an intense.

munitjz.
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highly-motivated man in his mid40's, combines a full-time *>sales
manager position with the pursuit
of a degree in business administra
tion.
Thompson insists his first priori
ty has always been work, not aca
demics; but he regularly attended
night school while doing his first
stint in the military. He reenlisted
during Vietnam, graduating from
flight school as a captain, and
returning from the war with service
medals.
“ I got my discharge and my
divorce,” he said seriously, with a
slight suggestion of a smile. "1
thought I ’d make a big change.
Change brings new growth.”
Thompson’s two children came to
live with him three years ago, when
his daughter was 15 and his son 12.
The experience has been both
rewarding and frustrating.
“ Children bring a great dimen
sion to your life. I t ’s a change be
ing away from them and then hav
ing them come back into your life.
There are (suddenly) two different
personalities, with different sets of
wants and needs,” he said.
“ I have been enhanced as a result
of having the children. One
becomes self-centered when one
cares for himself.”
,
Although school work is mainly
cramming and “ short-term memory
stuff,” he is consistently an honors
student.
“ I don’t require much sleep,” he
chuckled.
“ A ll single parent students have
lots of drive,” he added. “ They
make better students usually,
becasue they’re highly motivated.
Single-parents are more positive
about themsleves.”
i
Anita West, 29 years old, is a
full-time student arid works at a
flexible part-time job. Her son is
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five years old and her daughter is
seyen^t
^ T n e ^ T a th e r comes and goes out
of the children’s l i v e s . M y son,
especially, is upset by this,” she
said sadly! “ I t ’s hard to protect
children fom the effects o f a broken
honie. M y son went through a
period of not wanting to leave me. I
couldn’t go to school or work for a
week. The child’s needs come first.
“ When you have pressure, the
pressure is on the kids, in terms of
psychological stress. I ’ve learned
to let a lot of things to — to make
life more snjiooth.”
West, who receives no child sup
port, decided school was necessary
in order to get a decent job to sup
port her family. She is majoring in
business administration.
“ I want a good life for my kids. I
don’t want them to worry about
money. Th ey’re old enough to
begin to understand the goals and
rewards that will come from educatibn,” she said.
f‘ l have a good network of sup
port pMple. The day care center
where the children are is not a
structured school. It is a home en
vironment (husband and wife
team), which keds need,— parents,
play. T V — not constant mental
stimulation.”
Single parenting is not easy, even
without the added burden of
school. But' then* parenting’s not
easy even with both parents.
The single parent students in
terviewed are all coping with the
many demands. Besides the ob
vious rewards, they experience
many unforseen rewards:, self-con
fidence, rapport with the child,
mutual need fulfillment, heightened
sense of awareness of the child as a
total person, more independence in
the child.

Dx>ubled by mysteriously high
energy usage and lack of
information about
conservation?
Then call Rick Draeger, Susan Pockrandt,
and Eric Schallan, full-time Cal Poly
students and your PG&E Campus
Representatives.

Rick, Susan, and Eric are«^ere to answer your ques
tions on a student to student level.'They will help you
with problems concerning PG&E service, find an
swers to all your energy related questions, and pro
vide helpful energy conservation tips..

Give ’em a call at 546-8651
or drop by the PG&E office at
410 HIguera Street, SLO ,

Frizzell and West

It was kick-off-your-shoes time Wednesday
night at the Cowboy in Pismo Beach, and Shelly
West did just that as she sang ih concert with
hit-making partner David Frizzell.
For West, daughter of country star Dottie
West, it was her first time in Pismo Beach.
" Frizzell had been there once before—he was 13 or
14 and traveling with his legendary brother.
Lefty Frizzell.
They have since made their own legends, and
sang some of their classics which delighted the
crowd, especially W est’s hit, “ Jose Cuervo,”
Frizzell’s “ I ’m Gonna Hire a Wino,” and the
duet, “ You’re the Reason God Made Oklahoma.”

Their collection of songs included their most
recent hits, “ Silent Partners” and “ Be Together
Night.”
The two have sung together for several years,
after meeting in California while she was in her
mother’s road show and he had a nightclub near
Baketsfield.
The chemistry worked. So much so that the
Country Music Association and the Academy of
Country Music made them Duo of the Year in
1981 and 1982. “ You’re the Reason God Made
Oklahoma,” was named Song of the Year in that
time,
-
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Poly OH grad teaching at college in China
Interpreters tell lectures
to his 70 undergraduates
By ROSEMARY COSTANZO
• S u fi W riter

‘

A
1981 Ornamental H or
ticulture graduate is now
teaching at the Beijing Forestry
College in China.
George Man is teaching a class
in Greenhouse Construction and
Management.
“ The department likes to keep
tabs on our graduates, and
George is the farthest away from
home,” said Ornamental Hor
ticulture Departm ent Head
Ronald Regan.

The college in China consists of
1200 forestry students and 200
landscape architecture students.
There are also 65 graduate stu
dents.
"The school produces many of
the teachers and researchers in
forestry and landscape architec
ture for China,” Man said in a
letter to Regan.
“ Out of the 70 students in the
class about./ eight of them
understand what I am saying,”
said Man. He added that he has
post-graduate students act as in

terpreters for the class.
Man has broken his class down
into four areas; greenhouse con
struction, greenhouse operations,
floral crops grown In greenhouses
and business management.
According to Man, the stu
dents in China attend class an
average of six hours a day for 5‘/i
days a week.
Some of the professors that
Man has talked with are inter
ested in developing a vocational college in Bejing in the fields of
ornamental horticulture and
landscape architecture and they
hope to use Cal Poly as a model
for their school.
“ The universities are now put
ting themselves together," said
i-

Twice as n ic e !
Now you can have twice the h o t
wholesome goodness of freshly
baked crust at no extra cost with the
coupon below
So give it a try and save some
b read'
O ur d rive rs carry less tha n S lO
L-m ited d elivery area
^ C o p yrtg h i 1siiso D o m in o s P i/za Irx

Mann. “ The cultural revolution
did a lot of damage to China's
educational system. In the 1950s
all of the large universities were
divided into colleges and moved
to different locations. The divi
sion was due to the Russian in
fluence of specialization.
“ The Beijing Forestry College
was at one time departments in
the College of Agriculture in Bei
jing University. There are six or
seven colleges and ‘universities'
in the area which were at one
time a part of Beijing University.
The designation university ap
plies to the size and the variety
of departments they have."
Next semester Man will be
teaching a class called Advance
Techniques in Floriculture.
Some of the topics he will be
teaching his students aré how
water heating, mechanization,
micro-engineering and insec
ticides are applied through
smoke-generating machines.
Man said that he has visited
five sets of greenhouses since
he's been in China.
Three of them were built by the
Chinese and the design is of the
lean-to type, that has glass, with
a thick concrete wall to act as a
heat sink and to protect the
plants from the wind during the~

winter.
The temperature gets down to
below 20, according to Man.
^ "The heat in the greenhouses is
supplied
by
a coal-f ired
generator. The cooling is done by
vents, there is no mechanical
cooling."
Another greenhouse he visited
was imported from Japan six
years ago and is of the ridge and
furrow design, with a fiberglass
glaze and a thermal blanket.
Tomatoes and cucumbers were
grown in the greenhouse. This
greenhouse was heated by hot
water pipes.
Man also visited a greenhouse
which was imported from the
United States. The greenhouse
cost $750,000.
The Chinese are trying to grow
roses and other flowers in this
greenhouse.'
"M y expieriences here are veryeducational and as time goes on,
I think I will get more involved
in the department's programs. I
have a couple of ideas and will
pro|K)se them to the teachers in
the near future." Man said.
One of Man's ideas is to in
troduce fldwers from America in- •
to China. He is thinking of .set
ting up a trail or display garden
of American flowers.

New personnel officer
chosen for Foundation
ByLEANNE ALBERTA

(Washington)
Public
Utility
District, where he was the person
A former Cal Poly employee and nel officer. Prior to that he worked
director of staff personnel at for Gifford-Hill & Co., a private
Washington State University, has manufacturing company, where he
the
regional
personnel
been appointed Cal Poly Founda was
manager.
'
tion personnel officer.
In addition to private industry
Barry Whelchel will be the new
foundation personnel officer. A1 W. experience, Whelchel was employed
Am aral, foundation execu tive at Washington State University,
director, said Whelchel will replace where he spent six and one—half
Jack Fryer, who retired Dec. 1 years as the director of staff per
after more than 16 years of service sonnel. He worked in the Cal Poly
Personnel Office from 1968 to
in the foundation.
Whelchel was appointed Fryer's 1974.
Whelchel graduated from San
replacement by Jthe foundation's
Diego State University and has an
board of directors.
As the foundation personnel of undergraduate degree in personnel
ficer, Whelchel will direct the management and a graduate degree
foundation's personnel program, in business administration. He has
which includes the fringe benefits written articles on Compensation,
program,
em ployee
training testing, employee relations and
which
have
been
classification and recruitment anc discipline,
em ployee safety, heaRh and published in the Personnel Jdurn^T
Industrial Relations and the Col
fitness.
Whelchel came to the foundation lege and University Personnel
Journal
from
t he
Grant
Countv Association
S ta ff W rite r

Free extra thick crust !
Free extra thick crust on

any 01773
One CQu'^f' "TBr 01773
Expires 12/21/84

Fast, Free Delivery
775 A Foothill Blvd;'
Phone: 544-3636
Cv
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TEXTBOOK B U Y BACK
DURING FINALS

AT TWO LOCATIONS

In Front of the Bookstore
December 10-14, 8:00am-4:00pm

The Truck Between Math
and Engineering West
December 11-14, 8:30 am-3:30pm
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rofessor gives insights into British schools
}y LISA MCKINNON
^lat« Writer

On this side of the Atlantic, the
British academic system is often
^een as a centuries-old institution
irith smart uniforms and a reputaItion for turning out students who
are more serious about school and
etter versed in their subjects than
Iheir American counterparts.
But that’s an assumption that
John Wyer, a chemistry pro
fessor from England who , is
teaching on the Cal Poly campus
this academic year, is uncomfor
table with.
"Students here in general are

very serious and very concerned all
the time about how they are pro
gressing," Wyer said. "English
students are rather casual about
their studies, even when they are
secretly working very hard. The
English thing is to not be seen
making an effort. They disguise it.
They say they are going to Usten to
records when they’re actually going
off to study.”
W yer said that students here are
probably so concerned about their
progress because of the frequent
testing schedule the university
employs.
“ The most obvious difference be-

Debate squad wins novice
and JV divisions at meet
Math major Janice Solimeno and
p olitical science major Kate
The Cal Poly Forensics Team Wulfsberg won the novice debate
I stole the show at the Northern fall championship. They abo won
ICalifornia Fall Championships speaker awards; Wulfsberg took
I tournament at San Francisco State first speaker and Solimeno second
lUniversity Dec. 1-2. Poly debators in novice debate.
"W e ’re really proud of ‘ Baby
I won the novice and junior varsity
I competitions, and took third place K ate’ and Janice for taking first
and second speaker,” said Wimpee.
I in the open division o f debate.
"Cal Poly has won five out of the
80 peopb in their division.”
[last eight divisional debate cham“ I t ’s really good to feel like we’re
Ipionships in the last year,” said
a
part of the team’s win,” said
debate coach Terry Winebrenner.
Speech majors Mark Crossman Wulfsberg. “ Even as novices we
land Chester Downs continued their c n contribut. (to the toto b « . ™
I winning streak by debating to the of the way the national standing
I semi-final round in the open points are done.”
[(highestl division o f debate.
Cal Poly’s Forensics Team has
I Crossman was named the first moved up to 23rd in the nation out
I place open speaker by tournament of 252 competing schools, and is
[judges.
now in fìfth pbee in the southwest
Political science major Kate region. Those standings do not in
I Barnard and physical science major clude the Dec.1-2 wins, according
Barb Wimpee won the Junior Var to assistant coach Denise Krause.
sity division of debate at the San
" I think we are seeing the entire
Francisco tournament. Both stu- squad come togeth er,”
said
I dents were awarded for their indi Crossman. " A s the year continues
vidual speaking ability, with we will become even more unified
Wimpee receiving the third place and competitive. I think we’re just
speaker trophy in their division, seeing the tip of the iceberg.”
I and Barnard receiving fifth.
Several Cal Poly students also
"A fter doing well this weekend, won awards in individual speaking
Speech major Angie
I we feel confident about being more events.
competitive at the national tour Cavalli was a finalist in novice in
naments over the quarter break,” formative sfieaking. Barnard and
said Wimpee. (Cal Poly will attend Solimeno were finalists in open im
the u s e and U C LA tournaments promptu speaking, and Wulfsberg
beginning Dec. 28, which host wa.s a finalist in the novice division
of that event.
teams from all over the nation.)

iBy KAREN ELLICHMAN
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Hotline workers explain,
‘Our job is to intervene’
By ROSEMARY COSTANZO
•taff wrttar

People seem to think that they
have to be nuts to call the
Hotline o f ' San Lu b Obbpo
County, according to executive
director M arb Singleton.
"Our services are as varied as
the public needs them to be,”
said Singleton.
The Hotline offers a variety of
services including crisis informa
tion, counseling, referral and
tele-care for the elderly and home
bound.
“ We deal with twelve to thir
teen thousand calls a month,
county-wide,” said Singleton.
She said they take calls dealing
with suicide, calls from people
who
have
molested
their
chiidren, from children who have
bt'in. molested and from those
w )io are homeless.
"W e accept calls from any and
everybody.”
"Our job is to intervene. We
have connections with the mental
health
department and the
Sheriff’s Department to get peo
ple the help th ey need,”
Singleton said.
The Hotline abo refers people,
such as the homeless or peopb
who are hungry, to the Salvation
Army
and
other
se r vi ce
organizations.
"The Salvation Arm y and the

Hotline can help each other,”
said Lt. Carol Anderson, com
manding officer of the San Luis
Obispo Salvation Army.
“ Hotline represents the Salva
tion Arm y after hours,” said
Anderson.
“ An integral part of Hotline is
confidentiality," said Singleton.
All callers are guaranteed ano
nymity.
Even the volunteers that work
for Hotline aren’t allowed to let
people know they work for the
service.
Hotline is manned 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year. There is
one or two phones manned at all
times.
The volunteers that answer the
phones go through 60 hours of
training before they answer
phones.
The Hotline now has 70 volun
teers.
Sinebir said Hotline has a
desperate need for volunteers
because there is a need in the
county to liave two phones man
ned at all times.
But, she added that they are
selective of the people they train
because of the type of situations
they deal with.
The next training session
begins January 25 and bsts
through the 27th.
The Hotline number b 5446163.

tween teaching here and teaching
in Britain is the frequency of
assesment and the bngth of a
course,” he said. "Here, you have a
quarter-long ebss, and during that
quarter you will be assessed by
three or four different exams. In
Engbnd, the student stays with a
partkubr course for the duration
of the year and then takes a test.
"You get a lot of panicked stu
dents that way, ” Wyer continued,
"but the system here repbees that
with a different sort of steady,
continual pressure.”
W yer regularly teaches at
Kingston Polytechnic, located
along the banks of the Thames in
England. Through the Fulbright
Teacher Exchange Program, he and
Cal Poly associate professor Martin
Kellerm an
“ sw itched”
jobs.
Kellerman is teaching W y er’s
ebsses in Engbnd while Wyer
general chembtry and
chemistry for engineers
here.
They also swapped homes and
cars. The KeUerman’s are now liv
ing in W yer’s Guilford home (30
miles southwest of the center of
London), and Wyer, his wife Valerie
• ««
I“ V . m o v «i to.
Kellerman s
home
in
Atascadero,
“T i
•
Cal Poly and I ^ ^ t o n P o l y ^
c
> > • »? "!;
size and environments of the
schoob differ.
Kingston Polytechnic typically
enrolb 5 to 6,000 students as op
posed to Cal Poly’s 16,000, he said.
"Polytechnics in Engbnd are
nearly all in city centers because of
their history,” he added. “ They
started out as day institutes. Many
of them grew out of technological
schoob.”
Wyer said th a t‘all the students
spend some time out in industry
and that many of the degrees ac
tually require it. Wyer has to vb it
m

John Wyer
his students in their industrial
"ebssroom s” and, much to his
delight, that sometimes requires a
o f traveUng that way, hesaidw ith
a smile.
In fact, Wyer lists traveling as
one
o f hb . hobbies. and as part of
..
“ rb¿ Treally
n . two-fold,”
"The reason
he said. " A number of my col
leagues back home taught in the
states, and what they told me
about the different approach to
education I found very interesting.
I wanted to learn about the educa
tional system. I also wanted to see
the country, to get to know it bet
ter than if I had just visited it.”
Five months after arriving in the
states with his family in August,
W yer is still reluctant to point out
any glaring differences between life
here and life in Britain, however.
"T h a t’s one <>f the most difficult

things to pin down,” he explained,
adding, “ any observations that I
do make aren’t to criticbe. I ’m just
commenting on a difference.”
Some of the differences come
from matching expectations with
reality, W yer said. "W e thought all
the houses would be very big and
that everyone’s gardens would be
huge,” he commented. "Ev|erybody
thinks that everything in America
is huge.”
“ I t ’s intriguing. I t ’s all part of
the discovery,” Wyer continued.
" M y wife finds this business of go
ing to one store to do all the shopp
ing, and taking the car different.
She’s u s e d ^ walking and going to
several shops to get all the shopp
ing done.”
The American fascination with
the car is cause for another unex
pected aspect of life here for Wyer
and his faqiily: the (almost) b ek of
public transport. " A s someone us
ed to traveling in Europe and Bri
tain, it’s frustrating trying to find
another mode of travel other than
the car, especblly an inexpensive
one,” W yer said.
A ll probbms and differences
aside, Wyer said, " I don’t Bnd it
difficult to adjust to Califom b. It
strikes me as an open pbee capabb
of accommodating a variety of
lifestyles.”
W yer added that he and hb fam
ily have been almost overwhelmed
with hospitality since their arrival.
“ There is a strong desire in peopb
for us to like Califom b and
America,” he said. “ ’They give us
an endbss amount of advice about
where we should go and what we
should see.”
The hospitality b n ’t limited to
neighbors and acquaintances,
either. " I ’d b v e it if I could have
the job I do here in Engbnd."
W yer said. “ I prefer it as a working
situation because the attitude of
my colleagues b so friendly and
positively helpful without excep
tion. I t ’s a lively department.”

ilK S LAN I

R O M A N C IN G THE
STONE
ALLOFME
ALWAYS $5 Á CARLOAD

SUNDAY SWAP MEET

TEST ANXIETY?
TAKE A BREAK

GRAND
OPENING
P O P P E R JA C K ’S
a/

«{a z z e r c is p
MONJWED. 4:15
San Luis Jr. High Schooi
1156 Lizzie St.

Oniy $2.00 with ad
expires 12/31/84

PIZZA
Two items on a larg e pizza
an d two 32oz. cokes for only

7.50
FREE DELIVERY

549-8616
698 HIGUERA *SLO

546-9066

O pen: Sun-Thurs 4pm -1am
FrI & Sat 4pm -2am
474 Marsh Street, Son Luis O bispo
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Men win in overtime,
Women lack offense

DAVE D IE H U M utlang Oatly

ECOMMK OPPORTUMTY COMMISSION
o< San L uis Obispo County. Inc

TIRED OF PAYING HIGH
UTILITY BILLS? LET EOC
WEATHERIZE YOUR HOME
FOR FREE!
• Water Heater Blanket
• Low-Flow Showerheads
• Minor Home Repairs

• Attic Insulation
• Weatherstripping
• Caulking

FOR MORE INFO. CALL
528-8244 or 544-4355

SAVE ENERGY & MONEY
W E A TH E R IZE NO W !

NEW OWNERSHIP
NEW MANAGEMENT

»nalcfs
1®
SAN LUIS OBISPO
HELP WANTED
‘ COUNTER PERSON ‘ MAINTENANCE
ASSISTANT MANAGERS ‘ MANAGERS
VERY FLEXIBLE HOURS
FROM 8 TO 40 HOURS A WEEK
PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON
MON-FRI BETWEEN 2-5 PM

Mark Wintringer hit a 15 footer Mustang Trish Groo hit nine of
with nine seconds left in overtime, 11 shots Wednesday in the Main
Wednesday in the Main Gym, g iv Gym, but her teammates didn't
ing Cal Poly a 47-45 overtime lead support her and the Mustangs fell
and its fourth straight win.
to Fresno State 68-55.
The score between the Mustangs
The Bulldogs were led by Shan
and North Dakota was tied at 41
non McGee with 19 points and
with just over five minutes to play
eight rebounds and Wendy Martel!
as Poly worked for the last shot us
with ISpdmts.
f
ing their four-corner offense. Nate
The
Mustangs
played
O
K
on
Hatten couldn't make'a jumper at
the buzzer, sending the game into defense, said assistant caoch Jill
Orrock. ‘■‘I f we could have played
overtime.
Hatten scored 12 points and better offensively, we could have
Derrick Roberts had another big been in the game.”
night, scoring 13 and grabbing
Groo had an “ excellent night”
eigh t rebounds to lead the
said Orrock. "Fresno is a great
Mustang offense.
Division I school. W e were hurting
Cal Poly led in the rebounding
at the post and point guard posi
department, 27-20, but committed
tions.”
19 personal fouls which Fighting
Sioux converted into 13 points.
Three Mustangs-Carol Mills,
Poly scored three points from the Chris Hester and Gigi Geoffrionfoul line.
had six points. Sherinne Barlowe
Mustang Jeff Wells added eight had five points and eight rebounds
points and four rebounds in the to lead Poly under the basket, j
win.
Poly is now 2-5 this year, and will
The game scheduled' for Friday
with Cal State Northridge has been play San Francisco State on Sun
cancelled because the vj^Ueyball day, 3 p.m. The game is free to
students. The game on Saturday
tournament.
against Cal State Stanislaus has
P-esno 68, Poly 55 been cancelled.

Cy Youngers close to signing

Mike Wintringer hit a shot with nine secondsleft to give Poly the win.Photo from earlier game

LEN ERG Y
PROGRAM

HO USTO N (API - Bruce Sutter Turner, Sutcliffe’s agent, Barry
and Rick Sutcliffe, a pair of Cy Axelrod, had a schedule o f
Young winners, were headed in op meetings Thursday» that included
posite directions toward similar the pitcher’s old club, the Chicago
goals Thursday as free-agent activ Cubs, plus St. Louis, Atlanta,
ity dominated baseball’s winter Kansas City and San Diego.
meetings.
Axelrod said Baltimore was not
Both free agents were looking for on the list but could be added, and
jobs.
talks with the California Angels
Sutter was in Atlanta, where his might be held Friday.
signing with the Braves appeared
The New York Yankees also had
imminent. A source said an an some unfinished business Thurs
nouncement regarding Sutter and day. They faced a 5 p.m. CST
the Atlanta club would be made deadline Friday for reaching
Friday morning.
agreement on a contract with
And Sutcliffe was in ,Jfouston, Oakland A ’s outfielder Rickey
site of the baseball meetings, Henderson.
prepared to begin another round of
A deal that would send as many
talks with clubs.
as five players — including pitchers
Sutter’s two agents, Jim Bronner Jose Rijo and Jay Howell*— to
'and Bob Gilhooly, arrived in Oakland for Henderson was an
Atlanta Thursday, as did Sutter. nounced Wednesday. The Yankees,
They apparently were close to however, did not want to consum
making a deal with Braves owner mate the trade until they could get
Ted Turner that could pay Sutter Henderson to agree to a contract.
as much as $48 million over 30
Henderson’s agent, Richie Bry,
said they were looking for a fiveyears.
Sutter was scheduled to mt>et year contract, but would not
Friday with Turner. A source at disclose the a.<^king price It was
Turner Broadcasting said the an expKicted to be in the range of $8
nouncement ‘
presumably of the million, however.
signing ■
would take place in
Hry said he didn't forese«* an ex
Atlanta at 10 a.m. K.ST Friday.
tension of the deadline. "If we're
Braves spoke.sman Wayne Min- too far apart to get it done in that
shew confirmed that Turned in period, we won't get it done at all.'.
tended to mi-el with -Sutter, but Bry said
would not confirm that there would
A .source close to the Hrave.s.
be an announcement.
meunv/hile. said that the likelihood
With a similar offer in hand from of signing Sutter. 31. was now

TONIGHT!
SPECIAL PRICES ON:
K A M A K A Z IE S
D E P T H CH ARG ERS
TORPEDO JU IC E
B L U E H A W A IIA 'N S

THE BAND IS MIDNITE FLYERS
686

HIGUERA

DOWNTOWN
SLO

SUN CI TY , South Africa
( A P I — Defending champion
Severiano Ballesteros of Spain shot
a three-under-par 69 Thursday and
took a one-stroke lead over Ameri
can Tom Kite and Britain’s Nick
Faldo, who double bogeyed the
final hole, in the opening round of
the Sun City Million Dollar Golf
Challenge.
Tied for third at 73 were Ameri
can Ben Crenshaw and South A fri
can Denis Watson.Greg Norman of
Australia and Americans Ray
Floyd and Lee Trevino fired 74s,
while Japan’s Isao Aoki and South
African Gary Player carded 76s,
last in the 10-man field.
Kathy Whitworth shot a 72 and
took a four-stroke lead in the
$125,000 women’s competition, in
troduced for the first time this year
in the fourth Million Dollar

"90-10.”
Until Thursday, the St. Louis
Cardinals also had been thought to
be in the chase for Sutter, who
declared his free agency from the
club in November after posting a
National League record 4.5 saves in
1984. Sutter won the Cy Young
Award in 1979 with the Cubs.
The signing of Sutcliffe was not
expected this week and could come
as late as Christmas. Axelrod met
last Tuesday \*ith Turner in Los
Angeles and called the meeting
“ really interesting. ’ ’
'
Sutcliffe’s first meeting Thurs
day was to be with the Cubs.
Sutcliffe was 16-1 and won the Na
tional League Cy Young Award
with the Cubs this year.
Not only did the Yankees face a 5
p.m. CST deadline on Henderson,
but that also was the interleague
trading deadline for all clubs. There
were some trades in the works.
The San Diego Padres, unusually
quiet at these meetings so far. were
working on a trade that could brin
another Cy Young winner, LaMar
Hoyt, to the IPadres from thChicag«- U hilr< Sox.

Rec Sports plans
events for winter

The Ping-Pong Tournament in
Sierra .Madre Lounge last Saturday
attracted 2.3 ping-pong players and
was won by Sammy Chu.
He took first place, while Dave
Debruah won second.
The ping-pong tournament was
sponsored by Cal Poly Recreational
Challenge that previously was an Sports which is beginning to plan
all-men's event.
it ’s Winter Quarter 1985 A ctivi
Donna Caponi, Laura Cole and ties. The organizational meetings
South African-born Sally Little for Intramurals will begin the se
shot 76s, and Beth Daniel struggl cond week of classes.
ed to a 79, last among the five
Rec Sports plans on offering
women golfers, all of whom reside men’s and women’s basketball,
in the United States.
volleyball and indoor soccer. The
Ballesteros fired three birdies in organizational meetings will be on
the opening round of the tourney, Monday, Jan. 14. Floor hHockey
which ends Sunday with the winner and co-rec softball meetings will be
collecting $300,000.
on Tuesday, Jan. 22.
Faldo scored an eagle on the se
There are also various special
cond hole after hitting a five-iron events and tournaments planned
close to the hole, and was four for next quarter, Including racunder coming to the 18th tee, one quetball singles, badminton and
ahead of Ballesteros. But he push 8-ball pool.
ed his tee shot into the rough and
Recreation and tournaments
was still off the green with his mini-classes will again be offered to
third shot. He left his chip short the Cal Poly community. Various
and needed two putts for a six.
classes include aerobics, guitar,
Ballesteros never was over par, and massage. For any more in
and used his driver only five times, formation, call the Rec Sports of
preferring the one-iron.
fice.

Ballesteros leads African
golf tourney by one stroke
PE A R L HARBOR D A Y

Friday. Decemlxir 7 19fi
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Wrestlers gearing
up for winter season
When nnost college students are
recovering from the festivities of
New Year's Eve the wrestling team
will be hosting Oregon State at
11:30 a.m. on New Year’s Day.
This will be the second match of
the season for the young Mustang
team.
Earlier in the season the
Mustangs lost to Arizona State.
The only points Cal Poly scored
were the result of a default by in
jury in the 134 pound division and
a fw feit at 190.
Three of top Poly wrestlers were
academically ineligible for the
Arizona State match-up.
This year is only the second time
in about 15 years, that Vaughan
Hitchcock will be without a return
ing N C A A all-american on the
team.
Hitchcock who has coached Poly
for 23 years, is 344-97-4.
.

Univ. of Oklahoma
Jan. 9

Jan. 11/12 at

Oregon State

.0 *

n

n

at Cal Stata dakarafiald

Jan. 18

Portland Stata

Jan. 19
pjn

Stanford

Jan. 23

7:30
7:30pjn

fraaoo SU U

7:30

Jan. 25*26 at Oragon Claaa Toumamant
AD Day

Pab. 1

at Cal StaU PuUarton

7:30

Fab. 2

San Franciaco Stata

7:30

Fab. 6

Cal Stata Bakarafiald

Fab. 8*9

at Biola Toumamant

Feb. 13

at

Fraano State

Feb. 15

at

Arizona State

Day

Jan. 3

Univ. of Oregon

Feb 23

San Joac State

7:3er

\^ar. 2-3

NCAA West Regional

•Mar. 13-16

NCAA Div i Championships

7:30 TBA

New Mexico

2:00

S A L T L A K E C IT Y (API - The
Utah Jazz on Thursday suspended
forward J^hn Drew indefinitely for
violating team regulations. The ac
tion came after Drew met with
General Manager and Coach Frank
Lay den.
The suspension was announced
after a team practice Thursday
morning in preparation for a Na-'

xJi

a

Jan. 17

Drew suspended by Jazz

P - .v C ^ ^ '

T

aU

pjn.

OPPONENT

Jan. 1

Jan. 6

<69^^

Virgina Duala

WRESTLING SCHEDULE
DATE

V

Northam Iowa U.

day

TIM E

<ò'

7:30

a

TBA

tional Basketball Association game
here Thursday night against Seat?
tie.
“ The Jazz will have ho other
comment on the action," Utah Jazz
President David Checketts said in
a brief statement. He said the club
would seek another player to fill
Drew's place on the roster.

i

As our liiii't to you, HI ('orral Bookstore will deduct
from the
marked price o f most merchandise in stock durinjLi the Annual
('hristm as Sale.

'

Due to their already low prices, computers, eomputer accessories,
catalogs, class schedules, class rings, calculators, photo processing,
textbooks, commencement items, coupons and special orders will not
participate in the sale.
All other merchandise in stock will be discounted including
('hristm as (iifts, (iift Books, Leisure Books, School Supplies, iVrt,
('raft and Technical iMpiipment, Clothing, Stationer)’, (Greeting Cards,
,Jewelr>’ and much more.
,
i

llurr\’ for'best selection as this sale is limited to stock on hand.

D ecem ber 10-14, 1984
ElGdíio I

Bookstore

I ■.
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Studant, faculty A a la li dally ralat ara
70a par lina lor 1-3 days, SOc par lina lor 4-S
days, and 40c par lina lor 6 or mora days,
Andrea,
lor ALL catagorlas. Non-campua A Please don't hate me.
t>ualnaaa daily ratas ara t1 par lina lor 1-3
Sue
days, 90c par lina lor 4-S days, and 60c par
lina lor 6 or mora days.
Payabla by chack ONLY to Mustang Dai
ly. A ^ must ba submitlad balora Noon at
tha UU Information dadk or In QA226 to
DEDE, LINDA, ELLEN, SHAWNA, CHRISTI,
bagin 2 working days latar.
LYNN, VERA, KELLY, CAROL, CLAUDIA,
AND TERRI-WE WON'T SETTLE FOR LESS
T H AN
N U M B E R 1-GOOD
LU C K !

Lost & Found

Personals

I

DS^-Taz, Pup, TD, Rambo, and Laurence,
your secret Siantas love you!! Good luck
I with finals!!

Campus Clubs
Attn: all motorcycle Ians. Bring your straal
A dirt machbiac back wlyou from Christmas
>raak A Join tha Panguln'a motorcycia Club.
Tha club that is hosting a national Enduro
-his Spring. For Info, call S44-94Q7.

Q im E » CINDY NEXT TIME WE WILL BE
SURE TO HAVE DINNER. WHAT DO YOU
SAY? I WILL BE INTEGRATING F'(X).

Hey Barbara, Carol and Leslie! Good luck
with finals-hee hee! Let's all have a “ iolly"
time Sal. night!
OP^RTUNITY AWÀrrSI
ÌTUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES OF CAL Love, Your Daily Contact
>0LY HAS OFFICER POSITIONS AVAIL II you see ANDREA HUSTON today-Dec. 7th
ABLE. VICE PRESIDENT, SECRETARY AND
Please wish her a
COORDINATOR FOR THE SHORT TERM
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY
•ROQRAMS ARE PRESENTLY NEEDED.
HIS IS A OREAT CHANCE TO IMPRESS
'UTURE EMPLOYERS. CALL S46-2476 FOR
«ORE INFO.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Tod, Ken, Ron, Rhonda. Bath, Lalaine.
Wendy, Theresa, Kam, Narvcy, Jeannette.
Megan, Greg, Mike, Jerry, Greg. Barry, John
Karep & Rosemary.
FROMBANTA

Announcements
ALL THE RED BRICK DORMS _
Interested In a 2-man volleyball
Tourney? Men and women look for
sign-ups in your dorm!

Pregnant and need help? Call A.L.P.H.A., 24
hr. 541-3367. Free pregnancy test, councaling, financial aid, referrals

asT fI l m s p r e s e n t s

SEASON TICKETS!

leelcake. Cheesecake, all your favorites
rom The Sub. The poster connection. Open
intil 9;00pm 879 Higuera. 641-3735
lello's Sporting Goods local sports wear
actory direct warehouse clearance sale!
-at & Sun. at Bello's 886 Monterey
inbelievable prices, close outs, overruns, S
tiscontinued styles. Come check it out.

To the Hendersons: Merry Christmas you
guys. I love your guts! Get ready tor a
wacko, zany party tonight. Just nutso! And
Scott & Dan, we ll all miss you. Rests
To the Mustang editors, reporters photogs
and stall: Thanks lor all your blood, sweat,
and tears You're great. I'll miss you
-The "former" managing editor-

GAEL CUMING
JESSE CHAVARRIA

LOCKWOOD-Perhaps’ a? Tong , last
this ad will make it to the paper! You áre a
wonderful little sister, even if you don't
always know what day It is. Thanks for be
rash Shrimp $2.00 lb. Crab and llsh also ing your crazy self and let's hope the stores
•vallabla. We deliver Ire# call Lert 772-4959 in Walnut Creek have restocked from our
last visit! Have a good week! Love,
-venings
Snowbunny
GET READ^ NOW!!
^DAVE GAL
WINTER QTR INTRAMURAL MEETINGS
START JAN 14,1985
You are the biggest and strongest little
brother a guy could ask for. YO BALOO
Check with Roc Sports Office the first
week of classes lor TIM ES 6 PLACES.
GÁÍLANGUS
ALSO $$ officials will again be needed
You're a great little sister. Merry
tor all sports. Just attend Meetings $$
Christmas. Get ready lor a FUN New Year!
Love: Carol

cTn DY

GOOD LUCK

RITA LEONE
You're the best little sister in the world See
you tonight at X-mas dinner. Thanks lor my
room. Love ya BALOO

to the

VOLLEYEIALLTEAM

Beat the Bulldogs!
To my SAE lamllyANDMADE CHRISTMAS GIFTS OUT OF Good luck with finals & have a great vaca
HELLS ANY SUBJECT MATTER CALL tion! Here's to a fun NEW YEAR!
41-2195. DENNIS
Love, "FLASH •
NUTRITRIONAL COUNSELING
TO TH E ^E N AND WOMEN OF THE GREEK
Vant to lose or gain weight and evaluate COMMUNITY Good Luck During Finals and
Jur diet? Make an appt. at the Health Best Wishes lor a Happy Holiday Season
enter with a peer educator. M-F 9-2 p.m
THE MEN OF BETA THETA PI

OFFTHE LAND
OFF THE WALL

To the participants of last friday's "Roiler
Derby " Tournament The Brothers of Alpha
Upsilon would like to thank Beta Theta PI
and congradulate the champions
Zeta Tau Alpha

TWO APPI^OACHES TO
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY
OPENING NOV 30 AT THE

U.U.GALERIEM!

Events

jarter Break trip s X-C Skiing, Ore or Bike
>ur or Canoeing/Rio Grarnl River Sign up
iw Escape Route UU112 546-1287

NOTICE:

For sale at the Poly Plant shop
M-F 1-5 Sat 9-5
Open until Dec 21
R E C O R D S
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Wanted
NEEDED: Vour v.ld clothes
Styles Club is sponsoring a clothes drive lor
the needy. Please donate to clothes box In'
HE foyer. Much appreciated
Please! Kellie needs grad, tickets! $ very
negotiable pis call collect (408) 674-5863
anytime 466-3339-message.

6

WANT
BUY pair of women's size ski
boots MOST BE IN EXCELLENT condition.
Call Laurie at 543-3681 after 5or before 9am
WANTED: GRADUATION TICKETS-wlll pay
$!! PAM 528-6420
WANT TO BUY pair of women's size 6 ski
boots MUST BE IN EXCELLENT condition.
Call Laurie at 543-3661 after 5 or before 9am

Services
Horse Hauling over X-mas break, great
rates Call Todd alter 6:00PM 5237395
Is it True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U S. government? Get the tacts
today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext 8545

VIDEO

Automobiles

Employment
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898 Foothill Blvd., SLO 543-5950
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Roommates

I Room avail. 1/1, In quiet coed household.
Apartment near Poly has opfnings for i or 2 3/4 of a mile from campus. $250/mo. or $225
females to share room beg. wnter. qtr. Only ml pre-arranged chore agreement. Male
$192 mo. Call Robbie or Lori 541-5409
preferred. Call Terry 544-1629
AWESOME ROOM FOR RENT
MALE needed to rent OWN ROOM In 3
bedroom Los Osos house. Nice, quiet loca
"ORtVE FOR THE BEST
tion, t5 minutes from Poly. Close to bay and LOS OSOS. BEAUTIFUL 2 BDRM HOUSE
FORGETALL THE REST"
w/VlEW. 2 CAR GARAGE 5439037
Apply now for a Winter quarter job at Pop beach. Large yard, fire pit. and horshoe pit.
per Jacks Pizza Must be 18 years or over, Rant: $195/month. 1/3 utilities, deposit. Need male to take over Inexpensive
and have own transponation. Pick up ap Available December 15. For Information call Mustang Village contract lor Winter and
Spring Quarters, contact Marc 5439354
plications at 474 Marsh Street or for more 5284315 evenings
info call 5494616
Female roommate needed. Share room 1 Bdr apt. avail 12/15 1 or 2 people Call
close to Poly avail Winter qtr. Call 5439643 5434061 ar>d keep trying
DRIVERS NEEDED
Dominos Is now hiring drivers for winter Female Roommate needed to share room
quarter Must be 18 years or over and have WInter-Spnng quarters-$165 per month. 1 bdrm apt In country ml horse facilities
avail. $4(X)/mo w/utll paid 4814155.
own transportation.Appty at 775 Foothill
Close to campus-contact Chari 544-9547.
DOMINO'S PIZZA
FEMALE roommate needed to share room
In a house,NOWt S min. from Polyl Looking
for someone who likes to have tun but Is BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free complete list of all the affordable
also studious. Call 544-2884
THE SPINDLE
houses and condos in SLO and info on new
is looking for a dependable dishwasher. Ap
condos
near Poly under $100,000. call
prox 15hrs/wk Free meal, free shirts and OWN ROOM In 5 bedroom house 10 STEVE NELSON at 5438370 F/S Inc
minutes
from
Poly
$230/mo
plus
deposit.
tips! Apply in person at 778 Higuera (in the
Jaccuzi; water and garbage paid. Available
Network Mall after 2p m. please.)
Dec. 16 5444044
Advertising Coordinator tor WInter/SprIng
Otr. for Mustang Daily wanted. Must have
work study allocation from financial aid of
fice to qualify. Hours to suit your class
schedule Mon-Fr1day 3 5 Contact Joann.
GA 226. for Interview.

Rental Housing

THE END

«LUESTO«3MS

&J.BJ aaMDUr$îrF..B«L4BD.

RnvFEM SHARED GREAT HOUSE GOOD
LOCATION-$175funhouse. Kathy 544 9261

Bicycles

GAMES

A'AB>mm

Stereo Equipment

bALb-on all equipment and installations Room tor rent in 3 bedroom. 2bath house 15
now through Christmas. Up to 40% oft. mio from Poly $290/mo plus utility, last i
Sound on Wheels 541-2195
deposit req'd: female preferred, will con
Professional typing. Reasonable. I edit &
Flashy red 1983 Honda Aero' $450. Tha aider room sharing, outside pet ok'481-7417
correct spelling. Becky, 544-2640
perfect Christmas gift! Call 5439503
ROOM FOR RENT
R & R ^ R N G (RonaL By appt7 ^ 3 0 Mon1976 Honda 550 four Supersport. $550/ FEMALE needed to rent OWN ROOM in 3
Sat. memory typewriters, 544-2591
bedroom,
house
2 minutes from Poly! Large
obo-call Darren 5433417
RELAX! L ^ me do your typing. On-campus
yard, fruit trees Rent $200/month 1/3
deitvery/ptekup...SALLY 7735854/5431281
utilities, deposit Available Dec 16th
Call Shannon, Jennifer, Joanne, 5439091
THE s c r ib e ” SÍTÓP 46143458. W oT i ^^^^
cessing. Editing. Theses. Campus delivery.
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALES ONLY 250/mo
BIANCHI bPbUAL-great conoition-with In beautiful San Luis Condominium call
Typing By Judith. Will pick up & deliver on many extras. Call Pat at 546-4366.
anytime at 5439463
campus 4630610 Afternoon & Eves.
Roommate
to take care of large country
T'y Í^ÑQ
20 YRS EXP7 135 per D/S” r o
house in exchange for low rent w/ horse fa
HELEN PH 5434277
Datsun 260 Z '74 stereo cassette white wf cilities avail,461-6155
Typing Etc. Terrñ'papers, resumes, 4 8 9 ^ 1 0 tan Interior. $2,500 firm 5444754
tw o Christian Mala roommates needed
or 489-8949
Red Sportscar 1964 Triumph Spitfire has Share a room or own room $173140 Start
Winter
quarter. 541-8596
TYPING WORD PROCESSOR CALL
1971 Toyota Eng. & trans. $950 541-4422
AUDREY 5932381 DAILY OR
TWO
ROOMMATES
NEEDED TO SHARE
'64 Corvair Monza, great condition $2300
5236467 EVENINGS LETTER QUALITY
ROOM. APARTMENT CLOSE TO POLY $
please call Alison at 546-4553
Typing-Please call Judy 541-2933.
188.75 A MONTH. CALL 5414538
'86 Mustang 289 Auto, clean, recent rebuild.
2
Female Roommates needed to share un
$2,450 OBO 5234233
furnished bedroom in 2 bedroom Apt. $187
I -rach, close to Poly Call 541 -1157

S U P P L I E S

ON com ici fftêcê

■

Wror -<''r'one'prlnted In previous ad

to

Female roommate needed to share a rootn
starting Winter qtr. Only $130 per month.
Non-smoker, Aggie preferred: fun but stu
APPLE COMPUTER A complete system dious. Please call Renae 541-4750
Monitor.disk drives.lots of software. Calf
Female roomoMte needed share room Tn
Michael at 544-7339 In the evening.
one bdrm apt next to Poly. Winter quarter on
AUSRIAN SLIPPERS- A great X-mas gift foi $177/mo. Call 541-5544 Pool-Laundry
family and friends, lOOVi wool, 50*/i o ff or
Female Roommate needed begining Jan 1.
selected pairs. Call Sylvia 541-3262
85. Tos share 2 bdrm apt. near Poly. 543 ^
Australllan Cattle Dog puppies. "Blue 0793
heelers" AKC registered 8 weeks old
I am a female student looking for housing
perfect tor Christmas 481-0426
lor Winter Qtr.-on I am interested in having
FOR SALE: Shortwave receiver. Realistic D> my own room but am also willing to share
160. 5 bands 150KHz to 30 MA2 with indoo Please call evenings-Julie 544-2664
active antenna. $125 937-8678 Evenings
Live in Regal Style in super new condo Own
KING SIZE WATERBED
12 by 15 bedroom, sauna bathroogn and.
excellent condition
many more extras. Starts Dec. 15. will con
$350 or best offer 546-9410
sider deposit to hold. $300 mo. & $175 dep
Male only! 541-5071
LOFT BED FOR SALE
~
$75.00or B.O. all wood frame
Male looking for own room in apt. or home
Call Pam 541-0462 In eve
Clean, studious, easy to get along with! Call
Motorcycle Honda 185, highway legal, oni Mark 5434538
owner, only 1500 mi., reg. for next yr.. excl Male needed to share a rm. In Kris Kar apts
cond. 900. Gary 544-7433
Fun & studious rmtes. $178/mo & util.
5438026
NIKON SOSeries E Lens1:1.8$50
SURFBD 7'9" Very clean lines $110 541-1605 Male Roommate 1 min from Poly shared rm
‘skr**HEXCEL SKIS~190^ spHttail skis and bath 175/mo starts winjer qtr 544-9396
with SALOMON 727 bindings. Will have now Male roommate needed to share room in
complele tune 6 wax. Skied loss than 20 2-bed/2-bath apt $150/mo plus utl. 5437399
days. $100 Call SCOTT 543-8495 aninlme
Own room in house $175 mo. 541-8827 Start
Ski Boots-Lady's Salomon SX60 sixe 8 (?) winter quarter cali Leslie
good tor all levels $75 (obo) 541-2046
Returning from co-op. Male seeking room
for Wtr/Spr. qtrs. Call Steve at 544-7545.
leave message

For Sale

Homes for Sale

POLY PHASE CLUB
BOOK EXCHANGE
TAKE INS
Bring your old textbooks
To sell lo r more $$$
Than anywhere else
Mustang Lounge
Tues-Thurs 11-3
During Finals Week

<MAS POINSETTIAS

.■

PLEASE!
If anyone found a leather jacket In the OlnIng Hall Lockers Call 546-3406 REWARCh
Sentimental value.

For all your typing needs, call Bonnie 543
0520, Eves and weekends

Greek News
BR-.>.:jc.! : iB A.)
Have a MERRY CHRISTMAS
Maybe I'll see you during the break.
Love Ya Stay Puff M

I guess It is possible to get a
diploma from this place. It's been
great working with you Good Luck!
THE MUSTANG DAILY STAFF

»

LOST: 1 pearl earring
Reward: call Joann at Mustang Dally
546-1143

Roommates

Electronics Technician. Full-time w/high- Female roommate needed to share room in
tech Electronics corp. Job entails Inspec- Murray St. Station $205 mo. starting IS Dec
ting/testlng/debugglng m icroprocessor 541-5425.
boards & developing test software/fixtures. Female roommate needed! 1 ml. from
Experience desirable. Resume to Zlatech school. Cute, furnished hoijse. Lots of
Corp., 3433 Roberto Ct., SLO 93401
closet space! $200 mo. Come and see'
Person to do graphics work lor new night Starts Winter Call 546-9445
club. Phone 541-3162 weekdays 12 to 5
Female roommate needed share room 7n
Apt. 5 min. walk to campus 187/mo 544-5680
THE SPINDLE
is looking for a dependable (MshwaSher. Female Roommate needed BeginIng
i,
Approx.
'85. To share 2 bdrm apt. near Poly. 5430793'

Typing

CONGRADULATIONS

M f W l M K PlMCtS

Found: iewelry 11/20 snack bar 546-4981

WANTED: GRADUATION TICKETS-wlll pay
$!! PAM 528-6420

>ee 11 great films for $10 Winter passes on
ale nowHiGet yours at the |J.U ticket olic e
'I
t o d a y !!

>

Employment

FOUND: M a'} Golden Retriever on 12/4 near
Phillips and Johnston. To identify call 5438441

Friday. December 7,1984

Pizza On You Too Buddy!
O ops__ Have a Good
Christmas

$2.00

CREST

pizza parlor

Off any Large or Giant
Size Pizza

179 N. Santa Rosa, SLO 544-7330
Free Delivery From 5-11 pm

expires 12/15

